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उत्तरी के्षत्रीय विद्युत सविवत की 60िी ीं बैठक 

60th MEETING OF NORTHERN REGIONAL POWER COMMITTEE 

Time & Date of NRPC meeting: 11:00 HRS; 30 November 2022 

Venue:  Video Conferencing 

                                                       AGENDA 

A.1 Approval of MoM of 59th NRPC meeting 

A.1.1 Minutes of 59th NRPC meeting has been issued vide letter dtd. 11 November 2022. No 

comment has been received till the date.    

Members may kindly approve. 

A.2 Scheme for National level optimization of surplus generation capacity and 

development of online portal at national level (agenda by NRPC Sectt. for 

information) 

A.2.1 A scheme for National level optimization of surplus generation capacity was circulated 

by CEA on 13.09.2022 and the same was discussed with all stakeholders across country 

on 22.09.2022. 

A.2.2 MoP has intimated vide letter dtd. 19.11.2022 that Hon’ble Minister of Power and NRE 

has approved the scheme. The same is attached as Annexure-I.  

A.2.3 It is also to mention that CEA has constituted a committee for development of online 

portal for the scheme at national level. The members of the committee are: 

i. Member Secretary, NRPC – Chairperson 

ii. Representative from NTPC- Member 

iii. Representative from NLDC/POSOCO- Member 

iv. Representative from GM Division, CEA - Member 

v. Chief Enginner, NPC Division, CEA – Member Convener 

A.2.4 Timeline for implementation of scheme is Jan’2023. 

A.2.5 Forum may note kindly. 

A.3 Proposed new Islanding Schemes in Rajasthan, Punjab and Himachal Pradesh 

(agenda by NRPC Sectt.) 

A.3.1 The proposal for new islanding schemes of Rajasthan, Punjab and Himachal Pradesh 

are being discussed regularly in OCC meetings. In pursuance of the same, a separate 

meeting was also held on 04.11.2022 through VC to discuss and finalize these islanding 
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schemes. As per deliberation in this meeting, HP, Rajasthan and Punjab submitted 

revised islanding schemes. 

A.3.2 The revised islanding schemes were deliberated in 201st OCC meeting held on 

15.11.2022 wherein OCC recommended these islanding schemes (Annexure-II) for 

approval of NRPC.  

A.3.3 The islanding schemes under consideration are: 

a) Rajasthan (vide letter dated 09.11.2022): 

i. Suratgarh STPS Islanding Scheme  

ii. Jodhpur-Barmer-Rajwest LTPS Islanding Scheme 

b)  Himachal Pradesh (vide letter dated 11.11.2022): 

i. Shimal Solan Islanding schemes 

ii. Kullu Mandi and Manali Islanding Scheme 

c)  Punjab (vide email dated 15.11.2022): 

i. NPL Rajpura Islanding scheme 

ii. Ranjit Sagar Dam Islanding scheme 

Members may kindly deliberate and approve. 

A.4 Ensuring the reliability and security of Rajasthan region grid (Agenda by NRLDC) 

A.4.1 NRLDC vide letter NRLDC/SO-II/TS-24/1348 dated 23.11.2022 has highlighted the 

issues related to reliability and security of Rajasthan regional grid in view of the 

increasing demand of the state of Rajasthan since last 15 days. (Letter enclosed as 

Annexure – III) 

A.4.2 The issues which are being observed are as below: 

a. N-1 violation at 400/220kV Chittorgarh, Merta, Bikaner, Ajmer, Jodhpur and Hinduan. 

Due to above violations, there have been number of incidents in Rajasthan are 

wherein load loss have been reported. E.g. on 17.11.2022, due to tripping of single 

220kV line of Hinduan-Sikrai, both 400/220kV ICTs at Hinduan tripped resulted into 

load loss of approx. 610MW. Though System Protection Scheme to take care of N-1 

at some of the station have been implemented but considering reliability of SPS etc., 

expeditious commissioning of network elements is need of hour. (Details are given in 

Annexure-III) 

b. Extremely low voltage at 400/220kV Alwar and Hinduan. 

The chronic low voltage at Alwar and Hinduan has been under discussion earlier also 

and LILO of 440kV Agra-Sikar is pending at RVPNL end. This also needs to be 

expedited. (Details are given in Annexure-III) 
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c. Very poor power factor (less than 0.7) at 400/220kV Kankani, Jodhpur, Akal and 

Barmer and poor power factor (less than 0.9) at 400/220kV Merta, Alwar, Bikaner and 

Bhinmal. 

d. Poor power factor is resulting in low voltages in the system and therefore expeditious 

commissioning of the network elements and shunt capacitor is required. (Details are 

given in Annexure-III) 

Members may kindly deliberate. 

A.5 Action points for winter preparedness 2022-23 (Agenda by NRLDC) 

A.5.1 In 58th NRPC meeting held on 30.09.2022, it was deliberated that winter in Northern 

region is likely to start from mid of October till February end, and the challenges faced 

during these months were also deliberated in the meeting. The issues were also 

discussed in 199, 200 and 201 OCC meetings, wherein utilities were asked to take 

necessary actions which would help in ensuring safe and secure operation of grid and 

managing high voltages in the grid.  

A.5.2 Further, analysis of data for Q3, Q4 2021-22 has been carried out and it can be seen 

that there are several 400kV nodes in Northern region especially in Punjab, Haryana, 

Delhi which experience very high voltages even after taking necessary actions at 

regional level including opening of lightly loaded EHV lines in real-time operation. Few 

of these nodes are listed below: 

S. 

N. 
Name of Station 

% of time voltage >420kV 

Oct'21 Nov'21 Dec'21 Jan'22 Feb'22 Mar'22 

1 Dhuri 30 42 40 64 45 24 

2 Makhu 52 60 49 66 58 41 

3 Nakodar 52 55 46 61 52 39 

4 Rajpura 56 47 47 60 40 28 

5 Mahendragarh 62 62 56 66 70 63 

6 Kabulpur 18 48 40 49 41 38 

7 Harshvihar 42 61 54 58 47 38 

8 Mundka 17 23 16 25 21 13 

9 
Karcham 

Wangtoo 
7 42 48 69 67 47 

Note: The above list includes only few nodes facing high voltage issues. There are other 

numerous nodes at which high voltage issues are being observed. Details of such nodes is 

part of quarterly operational feeback of POSOCO available @ 
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https://posoco.in/download/nldc-operational-feedback_jan_2022/?wpdmdl=42840,  

https://posoco.in/download/nldc-operational-feedback_apr_2022_final/?wpdmdl=44720 

A.5.3 In 200th OCC meeting held on 18.10.2022, all states were requested to prepare and 

share high voltage management plan for winter months with NRPC/ NRLDC. MS NRPC 

had also stated that such plan developed by states should be readily available with 

NRLDC as well as SLDC control room officials so that effective voltage control is possible 

during winter months and real-time operator at SLDC as well as RLDC end are aware of 

the actions to be taken. Same was also requested vide NRLDC letter NRLDC/TS-65/ 

1324 dated 14.11.2022. 

A.5.4 Actions to be taken at regional level are available in Operating Procedure document of 

Northern region under Chapter-6. Document is available @ 

https://nrldc.in/download/final-operating-procedure-for-northern-region-2022-

23/?wpdmdl=10826. 

A.5.5 In real-time operations, bus reactors are first taken in service when voltage crosses 

410kV and is expected to further increase based on past experience. If the voltage is still 

increasing, say 415-420kV, RLDC operator has identified set of lines which remain lightly 

loaded and generate huge charging MVAr. The nodes for which voltage is further 

expected to rise, such lightly loaded lines are opened after duly considering any reliability 

issues. On daily basis, around 40-50 400kV & above voltage level lines are being opened 

to manage high voltage issues in the regional grid during winter months. Reactive power 

document has compiled list of lines along with charging MVAR, line end compensation 

details, and net MVAR relief expected if such line opened for high voltage control. Such 

list along with experience of control room officers proves useful for quick actions when 

opening lines on high voltage.  Last year also number of lines were opened during winter 

months. As sample, 400kV & above voltage level lines opened during Q3 2021-22 are 

shown below: 

https://posoco.in/download/nldc-operational-feedback_jan_2022/?wpdmdl=42840
https://nrldc.in/download/final-operating-procedure-for-northern-region-2022-23/?wpdmdl=10826
https://nrldc.in/download/final-operating-procedure-for-northern-region-2022-23/?wpdmdl=10826
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A.5.6 In view of above and anticipated high voltage scenario during winter months, actions at 

lower voltage level also become critical for managing high voltage at regional grid level. 

Therefore, it is requested that all preparations for winter 2022-23 are reviewed at utility 

end and action plan, inclusive of at least following points be submitted to NRLDC/NRPC 

at the earliest: 

a. Actions taken/ to be taken at utility level for High Voltage management including 

analysis of nodes injecting MVAR from low voltage level to high voltage level. 

b. Ensuring healthiness of Reactive power resources such as reactors, SVCs, 

STATCOMs etc. (NRLDC reactive power document available @ 

https://nrldc.in/download/nr-reactive-power-management-2022/?wpdmdl=9908 

may also be referred) 

c. Reactive Power absorption utilizing full capability of on-bar generating units to 

control voltages. 

d. Running units in synchronous condenser mode wherever applicable for voltage 

control.  

e. Maintaining availability of lines/avoiding tripping during fog by pre-action of 

insulator replacement/insulator cleaning etc.  

f. Ready list of EHV lines to be opened for high voltage management, including any 

prioritization. 

g. Confirmation that Over Voltage settings of lines and Over flux settings of 

transformers are as approved by NRPC. 

h. Ensuring switching off capacitors and switching on reactors  
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All utilities are requested to submit the plan to NRPC/ NRLDC by 5th December 

2022. 

A.6 Power evacuation issues from ISTS-RE complex in Western Rajasthan (Agenda 

by NRLDC) 

A.6.1 As per planning for evacuation of RE power from ISTS connected renewable generation 

stations in Rajasthan, two phases of transmission system have been planned i.e. Ph-I 

(8.9GW) and Ph-II (8.1GW). Transmission schemes for Phase-I and Phase-II were 

agreed as detailed below: 

Scheme 
NRSCT/ 

NRSCM 
NCT Status 

Phase-I 
2 NRSCT on 

13.11.2018 

2 NCT on 

04.12.2018 

The Phase-I transmission system 

has mostly been commissioned 

except 5th and 6th ICTs of 

400/220kV, 500MVA at Bhadla-

II(PG) 

Phase-II 
5 NRSCT on 

13.09.2019 

6 NCT held on 

30.09.2019 
Yet to be commissioned 

A.6.2 Transmission element part of Phase-II transmission schemes are yet to be 

commissioned, whereas RE generation is getting commissioned at rapid pace. The 

present connectivity diagram of the complex is shown below:  
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A.6.3 Apart from N-1 non-compliance of 400 kV Bikaner (PG)-Bikaner (RJ Line) and N-1 non- 

compliance of 765/400 kV ICTs at Bikaner (PG), high loading of 765kV Bhadla2-Ajmer 

line and 400kV Bhinmal-Zerda, 400kV Kankroli-Zerda is also being observed in 

real-time as shown below. 

 

 

A.6.4 Under N-1 contingency of 765kV Bhadla-Ajmer line, the loading on other ckt is expected 

to increase by ~40% (nearly 600-700MW) and voltage may fall by 10-12kV at 765kV 

Bhadla2. Further, loading of 400kV Bikaner(PG)-Bikaner(RJ) is expected to increase by 

11% i.e. if 765kV Bhadla2-Ajmer each ckt is loaded upto 1600MW and one line trips, 

then loading of already highly loaded 400kV Bikaner(PG)-Bikaner(RJ) would increase by 

11% (180MW). 

Under N-1 contingency of 400kV Kankroli-Zerda, loading of 400kV 

Bhinmal-Zerda would increase by 150-200MW, loading it beyond its 

thermal limit 
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A.6.5 More RE generation is expected to be commissioned in the complex including RE 

generation at Bhadla-2, therefore commissioning of following transmission elements 

under phase-II transmission scheme becomes very important with increasing generation 

in the complex (mentioned along with latest commissioning date status as intimated by 

CTU): 

➢ Bhadla II - Sikar II 765 kV D/C line (27.08.2023) 

➢ Sikar II - Neemrana 400kV D/c line (Twin HTLS) (27.08.2023) 

➢ Establishment of 765/400kV, 2x1500 MVA S/s at suitable location near Sikar 

(Sikar-II Substation) with 1x125 MVAr & 2x330 MVAr bus reactor and 2x330 MVAr 

line Reactor at Sikar –II (27.08.2023) 

 Sikar II- Aligarh 765kV D/C Line (28.08.2023) 

 Bikaner-II PS – Khetri 400kV 2xD/c line (Twin HTLS line on M/c tower) 

(31.03.2023) 

 Establishment of 400kV Bikaner-II PS with 2x125 MVAr bus reactor (31.03.2023) 

 Removal of LILO of one circuit of Bhadla-Bikaner (RVPN) 400kV D/c(Quad) 

line at Bikaner(PG). Extension of above LILO section from Bikaner (PG) up 

to Bikaner-II PS to form Bikaner-II PS – Bikaner (PG) 400kV D/c(Quad) line 

(31.12.2022) 

 ±2x300MVAr STATCOM at Fatehgarh-II substation with 4x125MVAr 

MSC,2x125MVAr MSR (28.02.2023) 

 ±2x300 MVAr STATCOM at Bhadla–II substation with 4x125 MVAr MSC, 

2x125 MVAr MSR (31.01.2023) 

A.6.6 In addition to above, to control loading of 400kV Bhinmal-Zerda and 400kV Kankroli-

Zerda, HVDC Mundra-Mahendragarh is being operated with power reversal i.e. power 

flow from Mahendragarh towards Mundra (500-700MW). Further, to relieve loading of 

400kV Bhinmal-Zerda and 400kV Kankroli-Zerda, following needs to be expedited: 

 Bypassing of 400 kV Kankroli - Bhinmal-Zerda line at Bhinmal to form 400 kV 

Kankroli – Zerda (direct) line #  

 Reconductoring of 400 kV Jodhpur (Surpura)(RVPN) – Kankroli S/c (twin moose) 

line with twin HTLS conductor*-188 km  

# with necessary arrangement for bypassing Kankroli- Zerda line at Bhinmal with suitable 

switching equipment inside the Bhinmal substation.  

* with minimum capacity of 1940 MVA/ckt at nominal voltage; Upgradation of existing 

400kV bay equipments each at Jodhpur (Surpura)(RVPN) and Kankroli S/s (3150 A).  

 Members may kindly deliberate. 
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A.7 Increasing involvement of SLDC officers of J&K and Chandigarh in system studies 

(Agenda by NRLDC) 

A.7.1 NRLDC has been carrying out several workshops for capacity building with SLDCs. In 

this series, workshops and one to one discussions were organized by NRLDC in 2021-

22 in online mode for imparting training to SLDC officers in PSSE (software used for 

steady-state as well as dynamic studies) and PSCAD (software used for Electromagnetic 

transient studies) : 

 Workshop on transfer capability studies and PSSE (14.03.2022) 

 Workshop on Basic studies on PSCAD and MATLAB (16.11.2022 & 17.11.2022) 

A.7.2 It is to be noted that performance of SLDC in performing simulation studies has improved 

significantly over last one-two years with all states performing and sharing their ATC/TTC 

assessments with NRLDC except U/Ts of J&K, Ladakh and Chandigarh. NRLDC has 

been requesting these SLDCs to carry out simulation studies and also proposed to 

provide separate training sessions to these U/T officers. 

A.7.3 In the training session on PSCAD & MATLAB held on 16.11.2022 & 17.11.2022, 8-10 

officers from J&K participated.  

A.7.4 SLDCs of UT J&K/Ladakh and Chandigarh are once again requested to start system 

studies related activities for reliable and secure grid operation. It is also proposed that 

sufficient manpower may be deployed for this work which can meet online on quarterly 

basis or as and when required for further discussion and knowledge sharing. 

 Members may kindly deliberate. 

A.8 Procedure for “Allocation of Transmission Corridor for Scheduling of General 

Network Access (GNA) and Temporary General Network Access (T-GNA) 

Transactions” (Agenda by NRLDC) 

A.8.1 Central Electricity Regulatory Commission has notified the Connectivity and General 

Network Access to the inter-State Transmission System Regulations, 2022 on 

07.06.2022. In accordance with the regulations, draft procedure for “Allocation of 

Transmission Corridor for Scheduling of General Network Access (GNA) and Temporary 

General Network Access (T-GNA) Transactions” has been prepared and uploaded on 

POSOCO (Grid-India) website. It can be directly accessed @ 

https://posoco.in/download/public-consultation-draft-procedure-on-allocation-of-

transmission-corridor-for-scheduling-of-gna-and-t-gna-transactions/?wpdmdl=48674 

A.8.2 Suggestions/ feedback on this draft procedure are invited and may be submitted to 

NRLDC/ NLDC by 30.11. 2022. 

 Members may kindly deliberate. 



F. No. 23/01/2022-RCM 
Government of India 

Ministry of Power 
  

2nd Floor, F Wing, Nirman Bhawan 
New Delhi 19th  November, 2022 

  
To 
  

The Chairperson, CEA 
  
  
Subject:   Scheme for National level optimization of surplus generation 
capacity in the country and Development of online Portal for the same-reg. 
  
Sir, 
  

I am directed to refer to CEA letter dated 31.10.2022 on the subject noted 
above and to convey approval for issue of the revised Scheme as per Annexure. 
 

  
2.       This issues with the approval of Hon’ble Minister of Power & NRE. 

   
Yours faithfully  

 

  
(Nishat Kumar) 

Under Secretary to the Government of India 
Tel: 011-23062451 

 e-mail: nishat.kumar@nic.in 
  

 
Copy for information to:  

  
1.   PS to Hon'ble Minister of Power & NRE 
2.   APS to Hon'ble Minister of State for Power 
3.   Sr. PPS to Secretary, Ministry of power 
4.   PPS to JS (R&R)/PSO to CE (R&R)/ PPS to Director (RCM), MoP. 

  
  

kaushik
Typewritten Text
Annexure - I



ANNEXURE 
 

Central Electricity Authority 
 

Scheme for National Level Optimization of surplus Generation 
Capacity 

 
A. Background 

  
1. The generation capacity in the country may be categorized as under:  

i. State owned generating capacity 
ii. Central Generating Stations 

iii. Private Sector: IPPs  
iv. Captive generating Stations 

2. Because of the present system of one to one PPA, the generating capacities 
are not being optimally utilized. Every year difficulties are observed in meeting 
the demand and some states do resort to power cuts. Especially during the 
April, May, September and October months the crisis is observed. The 
capacity is available in the country but due to one to one agreement 
constraint, even when the generating capacity is idle it cannot be utilized by 
the entity which needs power.  There are States which do have surplus power 
and continue to bear the fixed charge burden without using it. This leads to 
high cost of power to the consumers. 

  
3. The Distribution licensees tie up power from above generating sources mainly 

under following routes:  

i. At regulated tariff determined by the Appropriate Commission under 
section 62 of the Electricity Act 2003.  

ii. At bid tariff adopted by the Appropriate Commission under section 63 
of the EA 2003. 

iii. Banking of Power   

State owned Generating Capacity 
  

4. State owned generating companies supply power to Distribution companies of 
the same State and also supply seasonal surpluses to some other states 
under banking arrangements among such distribution companies. 

  
Central Generating Stations 

  
5. Central Generating companies supply power to the States under the 

allocation made by the Central Government. Some power which has been 
surrendered by the States have been reallocated to the other needy States. 
Some States have exited from the PPA after completion of 25 years, and such 
power is available for merchant sale as well.  
  



6. The allocation of power is generally done to the states within the regions. 
There are five regions in the country i.e. Eastern, Western, Southern, 
Northern and North Eastern regions. Accordingly, the scheduling is also done 
among the beneficiaries of the region or the Power Purchase Agreement 
(PPA) holders from such power plant. In case there is un-requisitioned power 
within the region, it is available to only the original beneficiary of that power 
plant which means such power remains concentrated in the respective region 
only. There are following concerns:  

i. Generally, there are similar demand pattern in the region and hence 
if demand is low, then some of the generating stations in the merit 
order dispatch has surplus capacity as they are not scheduled. As a 
result, most of the time, due to overall requisition being less than 
technical minimum (TM), the plant(s) do not generate and go under 
Reserve Shut Down (RSD). There are two consequences of this:  

a. The plant is out of bar and is not available in the grid. Hence 
they cannot serve the grid under any contingencies or be 
used for Ancillary Services (Reserves).  

b. Even the states who has power allocation and need power 
from such plant are deprived of the generation, as due to not 
attaining the TM, the plant is not generating and remains 
under reserve shutdown.  

ii. The demand in some other region may be high or the states who do 
not have allocation from such power plants may be needing the 
power due to increased demand. Eg. Peak in Northern region is 
during summer whereas Peak in Southern region is during winter. 
Similarly, there is diversity in the time at which the peak occurs in 
the States.  

7. At present, to facilitate use of surplus power by the constituents of the region, 
a portal is operational in Western Region (WR) and Eastern Region (ER). In 
order to have national level optimization, it is being proposed to have a 
national level mechanism and portal so that any state / Discom can use the 
surplus power from central generating stations of any region.  
  
Private Sector: IPPs  

  
8. Besides PPA holders, they may sell their surplus power in the power 

exchanges or sell in Term Ahead Market (TAM) or Day Ahead Market (DAM) 
or Real Time Market (RTM) or through DEEP e-portal.  

  
Captive Generating Stations 

  
9. They can sell their surplus power after meeting their own requirement. 

 
 

B. The Scheme 
  



1.1   In the proposed scheme, a National portal would be created where temporary 
allocation of power from surplus (Seller) entity to deficit (buyer) entity would be made 
online amongst constituents in the country. In the proposed scheme none of the 
existing arrangements shall be disturbed, rather an additional avenue shall be 
provided to stakeholders for optimal use of surplus power. The proposed scheme 
envisages paperless working; and is subject to willingness of seller and buyer, 
confirmation of transmission corridor by NLDC and payment security by the seller 
before scheduling of such power. The Scheme shall be implemented with details as 
under:   

i. For surplus power with Central Generating Station (CGS): 
a. Flexibility to use surplus power on day ahead basis (D-1) by all 

constituents in the country and; 
b. Use of longer duration for surplus power 

ii. For surplus power with Inter- State Generating Stations (ISGS) (excluding 
CGS) 

iii. For surplus power with the States/ Distribution companies (whether State 
owned or Private) 

iv. For surplus power with IPPs and Captive Generating Stations 
 

1.2   The power shall be bought / sold at the tariff as determined by the Appropriate 
Commission. 
 
1.3  The transmission charges shall also be paid as applicable to the concerned 
transmission service providers (CTU or STU or as the case may be). 
 
1.4  Payment security mechanism shall be maintained as per the mutually agreed 
terms and the same would be confirmed by the seller and the buyer on the portal. 
POSOCO to verify before actual despatch of power. 

  
2.1  Standard operating Procedure (SOP) for flexibility to use the surplus 
power of CGS by all the States / Discoms irrespective of the original 
beneficiary of the region 
  
Temporary Allocation on Day Ahead (D-1) basis 
  
2.1.1    The original beneficiary of CGS shall submit through web-based National 
portal the surrendered quantum (MW), duration (block-wise). The tariff (as 
determined by the Appropriate Commission) shall be updated in advance at the 
portal by the concerned CGS. However, the tariff will be subject to any changes 
made by the Appropriate Commission.  
  
2.1.2    The willing new beneficiary shall submit its requisition online for availing the 
surplus power through web-based National portal. The quantum and time period 



shall be specified along with acceptance to pay the tariff as determined by the 
Appropriate Commission. The requisitions can be beyond MoP allocation.  
  
2.1.3    CGS shall be permitted to revise its schedule for surplus power from its 
original beneficiary to any other beneficiary. The new beneficiary shall be liable to 
pay both variable charge (VC) and fixed cost (FC) for full requisition and original 
beneficiary shall have no right to recall as entire FC liability is shifted to the new 
beneficiary because power being temporarily reallocated to him. The financial liability 
of new beneficiary shall be limited to quantum of temporarily allocated power.  
 
2.1.4     The payment shall be secured through suitable payment security 
mechanism e.g. letter of credit (LC) or advance payment or any other mutually 
agreed payment security mechanism.   
  
2.1.5    Consent and details of surrender and requisition of surplus power of the 
original beneficiary and the new beneficiary respectively shall be confirmed by CGS 
w.r.t. to availability of units during period of requisition on the portal for further 
processing to the National Power Committee (NPC)/CEA. 
  
2.1.6     NPC/CEA shall allocate surplus power on portal to willing new beneficiaries 
based on following criteria, and communicate to NLDC.  
  

i. First preference shall be given to co-beneficiaries of the CGS.            
ii. In case multiple beneficiaries seek to avail surplus power from a CGS, the 

surplus power allocation will be on first come first serve basis.  
iii. In case, multiple beneficiaries request simultaneously (in the same time 

block) and the sum of their requisitioned power exceeds the available 
surplus power, then the surplus shall be apportioned & scheduled pro-rata 
in the ratio of the respective requisitions (in MW) made by the buyers.  

  
2.1.7      NLDC shall check availability of margins in the transmission network and 
seek confirmation of payment security from the CGS on the portal for the allocated 
capacity.  
  
2.1.8     Based on CGS confirmation of payment security, NLDC shall finalise on the 
portal the  allocation of surplus power and communicate to the CGS, concerned 
beneficiaries, respective RLDCs/RPCs and NPC/CEA.  
  
2.1.9     The concerned RLDC shall schedule the surplus power as per the 
requisition within the time blocks stipulated in IEGC.  
  
2.1.10   The portal would be linked to Web based energy schedule (WBES) software 
of NLDC/ RLDCs through Application program Interface (API) for outputs/inputs. 
  





2.3.2  It is also observed that due to the diverse nature of demand in different states 
at different time, there is a possibility of optimum utilization of resources. 
  
2.3.3  Many times it is seen that the States which are surplus during some period of 
time are keeping their own generating stations under reserve Shutdown. But there 
are other states which are facing crisis. However, in the absence of any mechanism, 
the resources even though available in the country but is not used to meet the 
overall demand in the country and there are load shedding. As per proposed 
scheme, states can temporarily transact.  As a result, the State generating 
companies can also improve their plant load Factor and the effective overall per unit 
cost of generation of such generating companies can also be reduced. 
  
2.3.4  In regard to option of the states selling surplus power in the power exchanges, 
it is experienced that the states prefer to keep their units under reserve shutdown. 
Further, the state owned generating companies do not take risk of selling their power 
in the power exchanges mainly due to uncertainty of the Market clearing price.  
  
2.3.5  Thus, if the tariff is assured by some other states, the generating stations will 
come on bar and generate power. This will also reduce the burden of fixed cost to 
the Discoms and the retail tariff will also reduce, thereby benefitting the consumers. 
The buying State / discoms shall also bear the transmission charges as applicable.  
  
2.3.6  Willing States/Discoms may use National Portal to sell/buy surplus power 
subject to payment confirmation by seller and transmission availability by NLDC. 
Accordingly, the procedure similar to ISGS may be adopted for States/Discoms.  
  
2.3.7  The concerned SLDC (State Load Despatch Centre) shall accordingly 
coordinate with the RLDC/ NLDC if the buyer is from other than the same State.  
  
2.4   Standard operating Procedure (SOP) for flexibility to use the Surplus 
power with the IPP and CPP 
  
2.4.1 Based on mutually agreed terms, willing IPPs/CPPs may use the National 
Portal to sell their surplus power subject to confirmation of transmission availability 
by NLDC.  
  
2.4.2 The portal will also have similar features to facilitate the use of surplus power 
with the IPPs and CPP. 
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CHAPTER-1.0 

 

 
1. Hon'ble Minister of State for Power and new & renewable energy chaired a meeting on 28-12-2020 to 

review islanding schemes in the country. During the meeting following action points, inter-alia, emerged: 

i. Islanding schemes shall be designed for all major cities of the country. if there is a need to establish a power 

plant in /around such a city for the purpose, the proposal for the same may be submitted for consideration of the 

ministry. possibility of installation of storage system at such location may also be explores. 

ii. all the strategic and essential loads should be covered in the islanding scheme. for finalization of strategic loads, 

ministry of defence may also be consulted. 

iii. Generating stations, which are spatially nearby the strategic and essential loads, shall be given priority in 

designing the islanding schemes. 

iv. All concerned entities to ensure functionality of UFRs and df/dt relays at all point of time. 

2. On 31.03.21, Secretary(Power), GOI chaired a meeting to review the actions taken on decisions of meeting dt. 

28.12.2020. after detailed deliberations, following major decisions were taken in the meeting: 

i. List of cities identified shall be divided in two categories. Category A shall contain list of those cities that are 

already having islanding schemes implemented for them , in one form or the other. category B shall contain list of 

those cities where currently no islanding scheme is there. 

ii. Clear action plan to be prepared by the end of April 2021 for category A cities and by the end of May- June 2021 

for the category B cities. Action plan should ,inter-alia, consist of generating station, transmission required for 

implementation islanding scheme, frequency setting , cyber security and other operational aspects. 



 

 

 

 

 

3. In pursuance of the decisions taken in meeting dt.31-3-2021, NRPC secretariat requested all the SLDCs in NR , 

via e -mail dated 31-03-2021, to submit inputs regarding islanding schemes as per format attached as annexure-III. 

4. Thereafter , special meeting was held on 1.04.2021 with all SLDCs of NR for review of islanding schemes. in the 

meeting it was discussed there are four implemented islanding schemes in NR via Delhi IS, NAPS is RAPS is and 

GHTPS is and the review of Unchahar IS needs review for complete implementation. further states were 

requested to propose new islanding schemes and submit data regarding category A and Category B cities at the 

earliest. However, GHTPS & GNDTP islanding schemes were dropped off due to shutdown of GNDTP station. 

5. Next meeting was held on 07-04-21 with the officials of Punjab SLDC ,NPL-Rajpura , NRLDC for discussing 

islanding scheme for Rajpura and nearby critical loads , gist of discussions held in the meeting is as under. 

i. Punjab shall identify the strategic and critical loads nearby to Rajpura power station : further if there is 

Generation surplus of Rajpura then inclusion of critical loads of Mohali shall also be considered and further 

inclusion of Chandigarh critical loads though 66KV may also be explored. 

ii. An island consisting the loads of Jalandhar cantonment and Railway points of Jamsher , Butari, Dasuya may be 

formed which are to be fed through BBMB. 

iii. Pathankot cantonment may be fed from Ranjit Sagar Dam (RSD) and Rajpura island scheme may also be 

formed. 

iv. Punjab SLDC should provide the requisite data and outline of the plan in the request of BBMB, RSD and NPL- 

Rajpura islanding schemes by 13.04.2021 



 

 

 

 

 

6. Gist of Discussions held in meeting dt.07th April 2021 on likely islanding schemes for Punjab 

1. A meeting was held on 07-04-2021 with officials of Punjab SLDC, NPL-Rajpura NRLDC and NRPC sectt. 

to discuss the likely islanding schemes for Rajpura and nearby critical loads and other possibilities in Punjab. 

2. MS, NRPC stated that a review meeting on islanding scheme was held on 28-12-2020 under the 

chairmenship of Hon'ble MoS (P) (I/C). Further, as a follow up action of the aforesaid meeting, a review 

meeting was held on 31-03-2021 under the chairmanship of secretary (Power). in this meeting , it was 

decided that major cities having essential and strategic load which are required to be protected by islanding 

schemes should be identified immediately , and action plan on new and existing schemes shall be prepared. 

Subsequently , a meeting through video conferencing was taken by NRPC Sect. on 01.04.2021, wherein it 

was decided that the matter pertaining to Punjab needs to be discussed in separate meeting. 

3. SE, NRPC while presenting the network diagram of NPL-Rajpura TSPL and nearby substations stated that 

Rajpura power station (2x700MW) connected to some nearby load centers such as Gobindgarh, 

Bahadurgarh, Mohali via Lalru, Patiala via Devigarh & Bahadugarh. He further presented the generation 

data of Rajpura station for the 2019-2020 wherein Rajpura station was found to be operational at 700- 

1400MW in the most of the time in the Year. 

4. Representative of Punjab SLDC stated in the formation of island, industrial load of Gobindgarh, Lalru etc. 

may be considered which are fed through Rajpura station. he further stated that there is no direct 400 kV 

connectivity to Patiala & Mohali from Rajpura and study may be done to assess the feasibility of feeding 

long distance load in islanding scheme. 



 

 

 

 

 

5. Representative of Punjab SLDC stated that earlier while discussing the islanding for Rajpura station, 75% 

generation was kept into consideration in the case of island formation and thus proportionate nearby load can 

be identified 

6. Representative of NRLDC stated that in case of eventuality rather that 75% technical minimum of 55% as 

per extant regulations shall be considered. 

7. Representative of NPL, Rajpura stated that presently in the situation of load through -off, 55% of MCR 

operation has not been designed. 

8. Representative of NRLDC stated that NPL shall consider 55% and re-design the logics for the operation of 

the units at 55% of MCR in the case of sudden load through-off. 

9. Representative of the NPL, Rajpura agreed for the same. 

10. Representative of NRLDC stated that the first Punjab shall identify the strategic and critical loads nearby to 

Rajpura power station; further, if there is Generation surplus of Rajpura then inclusion of critical loads of 

Mohali shall be considered and further inclusion of Chandigarh critical loads though 66kV may also be 

explored. 

11. Representative of Punjab stated that inclusion of Mohali and Chandigarh can only be established after 

stability study of the network. 

12. MS, NRPC stated that Punjab have some defence establishments and some S/S are also feeding power to the 

railways. Punjab shall include these location in the islanding, if there is requirement of new transmission 

network then the same shall be communicated so that NRPC could take up the issue with CEA. He further 

stated that if there is Requirement of battery storage system then same shall also be intimated . 



 

13. Representative of Punjab stated that an island consisting the loads of Jalandhar cantonment and railway 

points of Jamsher, Butari, Dasuya may be formed which are to be fed through BBMB. He further stated that 

Pathankot cantonment may be fed from Ranjit Sagar Dam (RSD) and Rajpura island scheme may also be 

formed as per discussion in the meeting. 

14. Member Secretary, NRPC stated that, in the meeting it has emerged that there is an urgent requirement of 

feeder wise load data and Generation data along with details of identified critical load; therefore Punjab 

SLDC should provide the requisite data and outline of the plan in the respect of BBMB, RSD and NPL, 

Rajpura islanding schemes by 13-04-2021. thereafter, a joints meeting with meeting with BBMB officials 

would be called on 16.04.2021 along with officials of Punjab and Haryana SLDCs for working out on 

BBMB based islands. 

 
 

Based on the inputs provided by NRPC and deliberations amongst study group including representatives 

from two major thermal generating stations (NPL Rajpura & TSPL Talwandi Sabo), PSTCL has propsed 

the three islanding scheme for Punjab control area i.e. NPL, TSPL & RSD. The proposal shall be submitted 

to the NRPC for approval before taking its implementation. 



 

 

 

 

 

CHAPTER 2.0 

OVERVIEW OF PUNJAB POWER SYSTEM 

The Transmission functions in Punjab Power System are performed by Punjab State Transmission 

Corporation Ltd. (PSTCL) whereas Generation & Distribution functions are performed by Punjab State 

Power Corporation Ltd. (PSPCL). Punjab Power System is operative with a number of generating stations 

both Thermal and Hydel  in the state sector owned by PSPCL & IPPs. (Total Installed Capacity within state 

= 8114 MW approximately).Beside this Punjab also draws its share from BBMB Hydro-Generating stations 

through BBMB Transmission network in Punjab. The Punjab network has also interface with 400 KV 

PGCIL network at Malerkotla, Moga, Patiala, Ludhiana, Jalandhar and Amritsar to draw Central sector 

share. 

The transmission network of Punjab consists of 132 KV, 220 KV & 400 kV network spread all over the 

state. A major 400 kV network in Punjab is mainly for the evacuation of power from Thermal Power 

Stations in Private sector (IPPs) at Talwandi Sabo(TSPL) and Rajpura(NPL). 

The Punjab has transformation capacity of 38167 MVA approx. as on 31-03-2021 and there is a plan to add 

further transformation capacity. The present transformation capacity of ICTs located in Power grid Grid 

Sub- stations in Punjab is also being augmented under Inter-state system strengthening scheme undertaken 

by Power grid. Corresponding to these transformation capacity additions, new transmission links are 

being added/planned by PSTCL at respective Grid sub stations. 



 

 

CHAPTER 3.0 
 

 

GENERAL PHILOSOPHY ON FORMATION OF ISLANDS 
 

 

During Grid disturbance ,the control area shall endeavor to sustain through the under frequency relays 

(UFRs) and df/dt relays based load shedding scheme , already installed in the system, as a first line of 

defense. Only in case, this defense mechanism fails and frequency continues its fall to dangerously low 

levels, formation of islands shall be initiated as a last resort. 

For success of islanding scheme, the load - generation balance in the islands shall be maintained. To 

achieve this, at least one of the generators within the island, shall operate with governor in frequency 

control mode. 

Islanding scheme shall primarily be a three tier scheme. At frequency of 47.9 Hz, signal/command for 

formation of islands comprising of more than one generating station along with pre-identified load shall be 

initiated. However, if after the formation of island, frequency continues to fall further to say 47.7 Hz, these 

islands could be further broken into smaller islands or load shedding shall be initiated within the island. 

Load generation balance in pre-identified island may change based on variation in seasonal demand, load 

growth and network changes, if any. Islanding scheme shall therefore require intermittent review and re- 

adjustments of loads to be cut-in/cut-off to match load - generation balance. 

Efforts shall be made to cover major essential loads such as hospitals, Industries, Airport, Railways etc. in 

the proposed island. However, if it is not possible due to some reasons, efforts should be made to extend 

supply from these islands to identified essential loads on priority basis. 



 

 

 

 

CHAPTER-4.0 
 

 

ISLANDING SCHEME FOR PUNJAB CONTROL AREA: 
 

 

Objective: 

Formation of proposed island shall achieve the following objectives:- 

i) Prevention from total black out by avoiding effect of cascade tripping of the Power System. 

ii) Fast restoration of supply to the affected areas. 

iii) Supply to Important Loads/essential services i.e. Railways, Hospitals etc. shall be maintained or can be 

restored on priority 

Present Status: 

Presently there is no islanding scheme in operation in Punjab. However, UFRs, df/dt relays have been 

installed on selected feeders to get desired load relief under critical grid conditions to help grid security. 

Proposed Islands: 

As identified by the Islanding Scheme Group at NRPC in its meeting held on 15.06.2021 and further 

deliberations held by the study group in PSTCL including representatives from NPL Rajpura & TSPL 



 

 

 

 

 

Talwandi Sabo, RSD the following islands have been identified to ensure better grid security by dividing the 

whole Punjab system Network into three islands :- 

i) NPL Rajpura with Gobindgarh area Industrial load, Mohali International Airport Load, 

Railways Load from Dera Bassi & Rajpura, PGI Chandigarh, Mohali & Chandigarh Capital area 

Load & Patiala Area Load. 

ii) RSD (Ranjit Sagar Dam) with Pathankot Air Base Station, Railway Load from Sarna & MES 

load from Mamoom. 

iii) TSPL Talwandi Sabo with Bathinda area Load(MES Army Cantt.), Bhisiana (Airport & Air 

Force Base) Load, AIMS from IGC Bathinda, Railways Load & HMEL Refinery Load.  

However, there is some upgradation in the downstream network of TSPL Island. So, in first stage NPL 

Rajpura & RSD islanding scheme will be implemented. 

 
Methodology of Proposed Islanding Scheme; 

Broad methodology adopted for the proposed Islanding scheme is as under:- 

i) The scheme is primarily based on frequency measurement. This measurement will be done through 

digital frequency sensing relays (UFRs) to be installed at substations falling within island where 



 

 

 

 

switching action is required. 

 
ii) The proposed islanding scheme operations consists of three stages as under;- 

a) Stage I: When frequency dips to level of 47.9 Hz 

b) Stage II: When frequency further dips to level of 47.7 Hz 

c) Stage III: When frequency stays at 47.7 Hz* 

 

*  additional load shedding at an interval of 300 milli-seconds 

 

iii) Disconnection of feeders will be triggered through UFRs proposed to be installed at Sub stations. Two 

independent relays, for sensing the frequency from each bus of sub station shall be provided at each of 

the sub station falling under the islanding zone, classified as under: 

Relay on Bus-1 = M1, S1, R1 & P1 

Relay on Bus-2 =  M2, S2, R1 & P1 

iv) Each 400 kV feeder will have dedicated set of relays (M1 and M2), & Each 220 kV feeder will have 

dedicated set of relays (S1 and S2) whereas in case of 132 kV & 66 kV feeders, one set of relay (R1 

and R2) will control each 132 kV feeders & one set of relay(P1& P2) will control each 66 kV feeders . 



 

 

 

 

 

(R1 & R2) & (P1 & P2) shall also control high frequency swings in the island by operating at 50.5 Hz 

& 51.0 Hz for auto reclosing the pre-identified feeders. 

The setting of relays shall be as under:- 
 

M1&S1 M2 & S2 47.9 Hz 

 R1 & P1 R2 & P2 47.7 Hz 

R1 R2 50.5 Hz (for Auto reclosing of 132 kV Feeders) 

P1 P2 51.0 Hz (for Auto reclosing of 66 kV Feeders) 

v) Initially main three islands of Punjab Network will be created during stage I of Islanding scheme (i.e. 

when frequency dips to level of 47.9 Hz ). The large island will further be divided into smaller 

island(s) during  stage II of Islanding scheme (i.e. when frequency dips to level of 47.7 Hz ). 

vi) One generating station in each island will be operated in frequency control mode to control 

fluctuations in the frequency in that particular island. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 
 

MECHANISM FOR FORMATION AND MAINTAINING ISLANDS 

 

i) As system frequency is sensed at 47.9 Hz, relays (M1 and M2, S1 & S2) will operate and trip the 

identified 400 kV & 220 kV feeders, thus forming a stage-I island. 

ii) The frequency of the island so formed shall be further maintained through both generator and load 

end. On generator end, one of the units shall be operated in frequency mode and on load side when the 

frequency drops to the level of 47.7 Hz (Stage-II), relays ( R1 & R2, P1 & P2) will operate to switch 

off the pre- identified 132kV & 66 kV feeders as per the detail provided in the schematic diagram. If 

the frequency of the system stays at 47.7 Hz (Stage III), relays (R1,R2 & P1, P2) installed at will 

operate to switch off the pre- identified 132/66 kV & 66/11 kV P . T / F feeders. 

To take care of the power swings due to sudden load throw off during formation of island, relays (R1 

and R2) & (P1 &P2) will operate at 50.50 Hz/ 51.00 Hz to auto reclose the pre-identified 132/66 kV 

& 66/11 kV P.T/Fs as per detail provided in the schematic diagrams. 



 

 

 

 

 

CHAPTER-5.0 
 

DESCRIPTION OF PROPOSED ISLANDS: 

Detailed description of each island indicating load - generation balance and transmission elements to be 

opened to create these islands is discussed under:- 

NPL RAJPURA ISLANDING SCHEME 

There are two Units (2x700 MW) at NPL Rajpura.  

 
Auxillary Load of NPL Rajpura is 5% of 1400 MW i.e. 70 MW. Therefore, Total ex-bus generation equals to 

1330 MW and corresponding average  load considered for island is 1171 MW which is approximately 90% of 

generation considered in island i.e. 1330 MW. 

Since the substations under NPL Rajpura Islanding Scheme feeds Industrial Loads so there is only 10-15% 

variation of Load during Paddy & Non-Paddy Season. So keeping in view of Average Loading of S/S , the 

details of load to be fed to achieve Load-Generation balance is as under:- 

 
 
 

Name of S/S Average Load (MW) Relief from UFR/df/dt 
(in MW) 

Net Demand to be met 

220 kV S/S Rajpura 202 MW 63 MW 139 MW 

220 kV S/S Ablowal 120 MW 16 MW 104 MW 



 

 

 

 

 
 

220 kV S/S Banur 106 MW 34 MW 72 MW 

220 kV S/S Dera Bassi 147 MW 65 MW 82 MW 

220 kV S/S G-1 202 MW 126 MW 76 MW 

              220 kV S/S G-2 100 MW 0 100 MW 

              220 kV S/S Lalru 94 MW 0 94 MW 

        220 kV S/S Mohali I 218 MW 0 218 MW 

        220 kV S/S Mohali II 102 MW 0 102 MW 

220 kV S/S Amloh 214 MW 30 MW 184 MW 

Total   1171 MW 

 

Detail of outgoing feeders/bays to be opened (in order to maintain the above anticipated islanding load of 

(1197 MW) during Stage-I (at 47.9 Hz) Island operations is as under:- 

1. 400 kV NPL-Nakodar Ckt.I( will be opened at NPL Rajpura end) 

2. 400 kV NPL-Nakodar Ckt.II( will be opened at NPL Rajpura end) 

3. 400 kV Rajpura-Dhuri Ckt.I (will be opened at 400 kV Rajpura end) 

4. 400 kV Rajpura-Dhuri ckt.II (will be opened at 400 kV Rajpura end) 

5. 400 kV Rajpura-Dehar ckt.(will be opened at 400 kV Rajpura end) 



 

6. 400 kV Rajpura-Bhiwani ckt.(will be opened at 400 kV Rajpura end) 

7. 220 kV Ablowal-Faggan Majra ckt.I( will be opened at 220 kV Ablowal end) 

8. 220 kV Ablowal-Faggan Majra ckt.II( will be opened at 220 kV Ablowal end) 
9. 220 kV Ablowal-Rajla ckt.( will be opened at 220 kV Ablowal end) 
10. 220 kV Ablowal-Passiana ckt.( will be opened at 220 kV Ablowal end) 
11. 220 kV G1-RTP ckt.I(will be opened at 220 kV G-1 end) 
12. 220 kV G1-RTP ckt.II(will be opened at 220 kV G-1 end) 
13. 220 kV G1-RTP ckt.III(will be opened at 220 kV G-1 end) 
14. 220 kV G1-Bassi Pathana ckt.(will be opened at 220 kV G-1 end) 
15. 220 kV Amloh-Malerkotla ckt.(will be opened at 220 kV Amloh end) 

16. 220 kV G1-Ikolaha ckt.(will be opened at 220 kV G-1 end) 

17. 220 kV G1-G-3 ckt.(will be opened at 220 kV G-1 end) 

18. 220 kV G-2-Bhari ckt.(will be opened at 220 kV G-2 end) 

19. 220 kV G-2-Ganguwal ckt.(will be opened at 220 kV G-2 end) 

20. 220 kV G-2-G-3 ckt.(will be opened at 220 kV G-2 end) 

21. 220 kV Mohali 1-Nalagarh ckt. I. (will be opened at 220 kV Mohali 1 end) 

22. 220 kV Mohali 1-Nalagarh ckt. II. (will be opened at 220 kV Mohali 1 end) 

23. 220 kV Mohali 1-Kharar ckt. (will be opened at 220 kV Mohali 1 end) 

24. 220 kV Mohali 1-Ganguwal ckt. (will be opened at 220 kV Mohali 1 end) 

25. 220 kV Mohali 1-Majra ckt.(will be opened at 220 kV Mohali 1 end) 

26. 220 kV Mohali 1-RTP ckt.(will be opened at 220 kV Mohali 1 end) 

27. 220 kV Rajpura-Devigarh ckt.I(will be opened at 220 kV Rajpura end) 

28. 220 kV Rajpura-Devigarh ckt.II(will be opened at 220 kV Rajpura end) 

 

 
Detail of outgoing feeders/bays to be opened during Stage-II (at 47.7 Hz) Island operations is as under:- 

 

I) At 220 kV Rajpura, relays(P1& P2) will operate to switch off of following 66 kV Feeders:- 

 

 
i) 66 kV Nausherra 

 



 

ii) 66 kV Dharamgarh 

 

 
II) At 220 kV Banur, relay (P1) will operate to switch off of following 66 kV Feeders:- 

 

 
i) 66 kV Rajpura 

 
ii) 66 kV Chandiala 

 
iii) 66 kV Mubarakpur 

 
iv) 66kV Mohikalan 

 
v) 66 kV Lalru 

 

 
III) At 220 kV Dera Bassi, relays(P1& P2) will operate to switch off of following 66 kV Feeders:- 

 
i) 66 kV Nahar 

 
ii) 66 kV Winsor 

 

 
IV) At 220 kV Gobindgarh G-1, relays(P1& P2) will operate to switch off of following 66 kV 

Feeders:- 

i) 66 kV Chaur Wala I 

 

ii) 66 kV Chaur Wala II 

 



 

iii) 66 kV Talwara I 

 
iv) 66 kV Talwara II 

 
V) At 220 kV Lalru, relays(P1 & P2) will operate to switch off of following 66 kV Feeders:- 

 
i) 66 kV Alamgir I 

 
ii) 66 kV Alamgir II 

 
iii) 66 kV Handesra I 

 
iv) 66 kV Handesra II 

 

VI) At 220 kV G-2, relay (P1) will operate to switch off of following 66 kV Feeders:- 

              i) 66 kV Badeenpur I 

             ii) 66 kV Badeenpur II 

VII)  At 220 kV Ablowal, relays(P1& P2) will operate to switch off of following 66 kV Feeders:- 

             i) 66 kV Baran 

            ii) 66kV Rakhra I 

           iii) 66 kV Rakhra II 

           iv) 66 kV Passiana 

           v) 66 kV Patiala I 

           vi) 66 kV Patiala II  

           vii) 66 kV Shakti Vihar 



 

VIII) At 220 kV Amloh, relay (P1) will operate to switch off of following 66 kV Feeders:- 

              i) 66 kV Raiwal 

             ii) 66 kV Tanda/Badha 

 

 

Detail of outgoing feeders/bays to be opened after delay of 300msec during Stage-III( if frequency continues 

to be at 47.7 Hz) Island operations is as under:- 

I) At 220 kV Rajpura, relays(P1& P2) will operate to switch off of following 66 kV Feeders:- 

 

 
i) 12.5 MVA T/F T-2 

 

ii) 20 MVA T/F T-4 

 

II) At 220 kV Banur, relay (P1) will operate to switch off of following 66 kV Feeders:- 

 

i) 20 MVA T/F T-1 

 
ii) 20 MVA T/F T-2 

 

III) At 220 kV Dera Bassi, relays(P1& P2) will operate to switch off of following 66 kV Feeders:- 

 
                             i) 20 MVA T/F T-2 

 

                           ii) 20 MVA T/F T-4 

 

       iii) 20 MVA T/F T-5 

 
IV) At 220 kV Gobindgarh G-1, relays(P1& P2) will operate to switch off of following 66 kV 



 

Feeders:- 

                            i) 20 MVA T/F T-1 

 

                           ii) 20 MVA T/F T-4 

 

       iii) 20 MVA T/F T-7 

 

 
V) At 220 kV Lalru, relays(P1 & P2) will operate to switch off of following 66 kV Feeders:- 

 

                            i) ) 20 MVA T/F T-3 

 

                           ii) 20 MVA T/F T-4 

 

       iii) 20 MVA T/F T-5 

 

VI) At 220 kV G-2, relay (P1) will operate to switch off of following 66 kV Feeders:- 

                       

                           i)  20 MVA T/F T-2 

 

                           ii) 20 MVA T/F T-4 

 

       iii) 20 MVA T/F T-6 

                        

                         iv) 12.5 MVA T/F T-7 

 
             VII) At 220 kV Ablowal, relays(P1& P2) will operate to switch off of following 66 kV Feeders:- 

   

                           i)  20 MVA T/F T-3 

 

                           ii) 20 MVA T/F T-4   

 



 

               VIII) At 220 kV Mohali I, relays (P1 &P2) will operate to switch off of following 66 kV Feeders:- 

    

                           i)  12.5 MVA T/F T-4 

 

                           ii) 12.5 MVA T/F T-5 

 

               IX) At 220 kV Mohali II, relays (P1) will operate to switch off of following 66 kV Feeders:- 

                             

                           i)  20 MVA T/F T-2 

 

                           ii) 20 MVA T/F T-4   

              X) At 220 kV Amloh, relays (P1) will operate to switch off of following 66 kV Feeders:- 

                             

                           i)  20 MVA T/F T-1 

 

                           ii) 20 MVA T/F T-2 

    

       iii) 20 MVA T/F T-5   

 

 
                            

Details of sub stations wise load /feeders to be covered for load generation balance in the island & Feeders to 

be opened and re-closed at various sub-stations is Shown in SLDs of Sub-Stations under NPL Islanding 

Scheme: 

 

             1. NPL Rajpura :- The SLD of NPL Rajpura is attached at Annexure 1. 

           2. 400 kV S/S Rajpura:- The SLD of 400 kV S/S Rajpura is attached at Annexure 1(a). 

           3. 220 kV Rajpura:- The SLD of 220 kV S/S Rajpura is attached at Annexure 1(b). 

           4.220 kV Ablowal:- The SLD of 220 kV S/S Ablowal is attached at Annexure 1(c). 



 

           5. 220 kV S/S Banur:- The SLD of 220 kV Banur is attached at Annexure 1(d). 

           6. 220 kV Dera Bassi:- The SLD of 220 kV Dera Bassi is attached at Annexure 1(e). 

           7. 220 kV S/S G-1:- The SLD of 220 kV G-1 is attached at Annexure 1(f). 

           8. 220 kV S/S Lalru:- The SLD of 220 kV Lalru is attached at Annexure 1(g). 

           9. 220 kV S/S Mohali I:- The SLD of 220 kV Mohali I is attached at Annexure 1(h). 

          10. 220 kV S/S Mohali II:- The SLD of 220 kV Mohali II is attached at Annexure 1(i). 

          11. 220 kV S/S G-2:- The SLD of 220 kV G-2 is attached at Annexure 1(j). 

          12. 220 kV S/S Amloh:- The SLD of 220 kV Amloh is attached at Annexure 1(k). 

 

       

 

 

 



  

RSD RANJIT SAGAR DAM ISLANDING SCHEME 
 

There are four Units (4x150 MW) at RSD Ranjit Sagar Dam. 

 
Considering availability of 1 units and corresponding average load for island scheme @ 90% of 150 MW 

comes to 135 MW. 

 

DETAIL OF SUBSTATION WISE LOADS FALLING IN THE RSD RANJIT SAGAR DAM ISLAND 
 
 

Name of S/S Average Load (MW) 

220 kV S/S Sarna 28 MW 

220 kV Dasuya 21 MW 

132 kV S/S Pathankot 46 MW 

132 kV S/S Mamoom 9 MW 

132 kV Gurdaspur 37 MW 

Total (RSD Ranjit Sagar Dam) 141 MW 

 

Detail of outgoing feeders/bays to be opened (in order to maintain the above anticipated islanding load of 

135 MW) during Stage-I(47.9 Hz) Island operations is as under:- 

1. 220 kV RSD-Jammu ckt. I (will be opened at RSD end) 



  
 

 

 

 

2. 220 kV RSD-Jammu ckt.II (will be opened at RSD end) 

3. 220 kV RSD-Jasur ckt.(will be opened at RSD end). 

4. 220 kV Sarna-Wadala Granthian ckt. I( will be opened at Sarna end) 

5. 220 kV Sarna-Wadala Granthian ckt. II will be opened at Sarna end) 

6. 220 kV Sarna-Wadala Granthian ckt. III( will be opened at Sarna end) 

7. 220 kV Sarna-Tibber ckt.( will be opened at Sarna end) 

8. 220 kV Sarna-Dasuya ckt. I( will be opened at Sarna end) 

9. 220 kV Sarna-Dasuya ckt. II( will be opened at Sarna end) 

10. 220 kV Sarna-Kishanpur ckt. I( will be opened at Sarna end) 

11. 220 kV Sarna- Kishanpur ckt. II( will be opened at Sarna end) 

12. 220 kV Sarna-Udhampur ckt. ( will be opened at Sarna end) 

13. 220 kV Sarna-HiraNagar ckt. ( will be opened at Sarna end) 

14. 100 MVA, 220/66 kV P.T/F T-1 & T-2 at Sarna 

15. 132 kV Gurdaspur-Dhariwal ckt.I(will be opened at Gurdaspur end) 

16. 132 kV Gurdaspur-Dhariwal ckt.II(will be opened at Gurdaspur end) 

17. 132 kV Mamoom-Kangra ckt.(will be opened at Mamoom end) 

18. 132 kV Kangra-Pathnakot ckt.I(will be opened at Pathankot end) 

19. 132 kV Kangra-Pathnakot ckt.II(will be opened at Pathankot end) 

20. 220 kV Dasuya-Kartarpur ckt. I(will be opened at Dasuya end) 

21. 220 kV Dasuya-Kartarpur ckt. II(will be opened at Dasuya end) 

22. 220 kV Dasuya-Pong ckt. III(will be opened at Dasuya end) 

23. 220 kV Dasuya-Kartarpur ckt. I(will be opened at Dasuya end) 

24. 220 kV Dasuya-Jalandhar ckt. I(will be opened at Dasuya end) 

25. 220 kV Dasuya-Alawalpur ckt. I(will be opened at Dasuya end) 

26. 100 MVA, 220/66 kV P.T/F T-1 at 220 kV S/S Dasuya 

27. 100 MVA, 220/66 kV P.T/F T-2 at 220 kV S/S Dasuya 

 

 
                  Detail of outgoing feeders/bays to be opened during Stage-II (at 47.7 Hz) Island operations is as under:- 

 



  
I)  At 132 kV Pathankot,  relays(R1) will operate to switch off of following 132 kV Feeders:- 

 

 
i)  25 MVA, 132/66 kV  P.T/F T-3 

 

ii) 16 MVA, 132/33 kV P.T/F T-4 

 

II)  At 132 kV Gurdaspur, relays(R1) will operate to switch off of following 132 kV Feeders:- 

   

   i) 50 MVA, 132/66 kV P.T/F T-2. 

  ii) 50 MVA, 132/66 kV P.T/F T-3. 

 

 
 

                        Details of sub stations wise load /feeders to be covered for load generation balance in the island &    

Feeders to  be opened and re-closed at various sub-stations is Shown in SLDs of Sub-Stations under RSD Islanding 

Schemes: 

                                     1. RSD :- The SLD of RSD is attached at Annexure 2. 

                                     2. 220 kV S/S Sarna:- The SLD of 220 kV S/S Sarna is attached at Annexure 2(a). 

                                     3. 132 kV S/S Pathankot:-The SLD of 132 kV S/S Pathankot is attached at Annexure 2(b). 

                                     4. 132 kV Mamoom:- The SLD of 132 kV S/S Mamoom is attached at Annexure 2(c). 

                                    5. 220 kV S/S Dasuya:- The SLD of 220 kV S/S Dasuya is attached at Annexure 2(d). 

                                     6. 132 kV S/S Gurdaspur:- The SLD of 132 kV S/S Gurdaspur is attached at Annexure 2(e). 

 

 

 



  
 

 

 

 

 

   



 

CHAPTER-6 
 

6.0 MAJOR CHALLENGES AND WAY FORWARD 
 

 The islanding scheme has been framed considering the current power scenario in paddy season. The system 

is heavily loaded and most vulnerable to instability and grid disturbance during this period of the year, as 

experienced in the past. To make the islanding scheme suitable for all possible power scenario throughout the 

year and changes in the network, this shall require a regular review and re-adjustments. 

Maintaining the island will require continuous actions to regain and thereafter maintain load generation balance 

in the respective islands. Since frequency excursion in islands are expected to fast paced, these actions will 

permanently be ensure automatically through time delay feature. 

Training and Mock Drills at SLDC and Generating Stations to familiarize for handling real time situation 

during grid disturbance. 

Introducing time delay of 5 seconds in the frequency tripping of generating units included  in the islands 

shall enhance success rate of islands. 

During the islanded operation of system, Punjab SLDC at Ablowal, Patiala will be the nodal agency who will 

have the overall responsibility of co-ordination & operation of the islanded systems with various agencies like 

generating/ distribution licensees (IPPs), BBMB and POWERGRID etc. Punjab SLDC will follow instructions 

issued by NRLDC. 
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Copy for kind information: 

1. Member  (Grid Operation & Distribution), Central Electricity Authority, Sewa Bhawan, 
R.K.Puram, Sector‐1,New Delhi‐110 066 

2. Chairman & Managing Director, POSOCO, B‐9 Qutub Institutional Area, Katwaria Sarai, 

New Delhi‐110016 

3. Member Secretary, NRPC, 18‐A, SJSS Marg, Katwaria Sarai – 110016 

4. Chief Engineer  (LD), Rajasthan Rajya Vidyut Prasaran Nigam Limited, Vidyut Bhawan, 
Janpath, Jaipur302005 
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